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19th Annual ISNA Education Forum
In collaboration with Council of Islamic Schools in North America (CISNA)

Westin O’Hare Hotel • 1600 N. River Rd., Rosemont, IL 60018

Friday, March 30, 2018 – Sunday, April 1, 2018

Faith Based Education: A Source for Hope and Healing

Friday, March 30, 2018

8:00 – 10:00 AM
11:30 AM – 5:00 PM

Registration for Pre-conferences
Registration for Conference Sessions

8:30 AM – 12:00 PM Pre-conference Workshops – (See page 23 for further information)

LaSalle C • Developing Learners’ “Can-Do” Attitude: Designing Learning with 
Proficiency in Mind

LaSalle B • Targeting the Perfection of  Qur’an Recitation & In-depth Contemplation

Division • New Principal and New Vice Principal Boot Camp Training

LaSalle A • Leadership that Makes a Difference (ASCD)

Madison • Safety and Liability Preparedness Training

1:00 – 1:30 PM
Grand Ballroom A

Jumu’ah Prayer
• Khateeb –  Imam Abdul Malik Mujahid

2:00 – 5:00 PM Pre-conference workshops will resume

5:00 PM
Grand Ballroom A

Asr Prayer

5:30 – 7:00 PM
Grand Ballroom B/C

Inauguration/Banquet Dinner
• Recitation from the Holy Qur’an
• Welcome remarks: Habibe D. Ali, Executive Director of  ISNA
• Keynote Address: Necva Ozgur, President of  MERIT
• Emcee: Mukhtar Ahmad, ISNA Director of  Education and Program

7:30 PM
Grand Ballroom A

Maghrib Prayer 

8:00 PM Sessions will begin – See following page. 
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Friday, March 30, 2018

8:00 – 9:30 PM Session 1A A LaSalle C

Interactive/Communicative Classroom Practices
Fadi Abughoush, Brittany Kam 

In this session, the presenters will discuss how to use the Student-Centered approach effectively by sharing activities, strategies 
and games with the participants. A variety of  sources will be shared with Arabic teachers of  all grades that will demonstrate 
how to best turn the Arabic class from teacher-centered to student-centered.

Fadi Abughoush has been teaching Arabic as a foreign language to students from grades 8 through 12 at Lindblom Math and Science 
Academy in Chicago. Through his role at Lindblom, he developed and implemented an Arabic language curriculum and also takes pride in 
incorporating aspects of  Arab culture. At Lindblom, he helped establish Chicago’s first Arabic V course. He is the co-founder #arabiclangchat on 
Twitter. He believes in learning language with TPRS and comprehensible input. In March 2014 and 2016, he led Lindblom’s Arabic 
debate team to the International Schools Arabic Debate Championship Competition in Doha, Qatar. This year he was part of  the team 
who created the WL Guidance Document for Chicago Public Schools. Currently, he is the language department chair and he serves also 
as a member of  the teacher advisory board for Al- Masdar.

Brittany Kam is a recipient of  the Qatar Foundation International Teaching Fellowship, and graduated distinguished from DePaul 
University with a Masters in Education in 2014. She currently teaches Arabic at Lindblom Math and Science Academy, and received 
the Promising Teacher Award this year at ACTFL. 

8:00 – 9:30 PM Session 1B I LaSalle B

Learning to Win Together with Other Faith-based Schools
Jamal Abdul-Hafidh, Donna Bari, Theodore Wohlfarth

You can explore ways to build respect with people from diverse schools in this workshop. The workshop facilitators — Jamal, 
Donna, and Ted — have been working together for 17 years to develop Operation Cooperation — a program for students, 
teachers and parents from Muslim, Jewish, and Christian schools. You will do activities and keep score of  cooperative 
performance. You will take away instructions and guidelines that you can use in your community to build a more accurate 
understanding of  Islam.

Jamal Abdul-Hafidh, PhD, is principal of  Al Manara Academy in Manchester, Missouri. He earned his PhD in statistics from Oakland 
University and has served for 17 years as an Islamic school principal. He also teaches graduate courses in operation management, statistics, 
and mathematics. Jamal enjoys horseback riding.

Donna Bari is assistant principal at Al Manara Academy. She holds a bachelor degree in psychology from University of  Missouri St. 
Louis (UMSL). She has been a teacher for 21 years and school administrator for 19 years — including serving as administrator for an 
online learning and distance-learning program. Donna volunteers at the Wildlife Rescue Center.

Theodore Wohlfarth, PhD, directs the nonprofit EnTeam Organization. His doctorate is in character education from UMSL. Ted enjoys 
biking with his grandchildren.

8:00 – 9:30 PM Session 1C B Division

Edcamps: The New Rage in Personalized, Participant Driven PD
Munazzah Shirwani

An edcamp is a free peer-to-peer professional development event for educators. This popular format uses a constructivist model, 
often with an inquiry based approach that is a perfect follow up to the traditional expert led workshops and conferences held 
throughout the year. This session will include a live simulation of  an edcamp event. Participants will learn how relatively easy 
it is to build capacity using edcamps for their fellow educators, institutions and stakeholders.

Munazzah Shirwani holds a BA in middle eastern studies from the University of  Toronto. She has been a community educator for 18 
years and has taken that experience into the classroom for the past 5 years. On completing her certificate for the Islamic Teacher Education 
Program, she taught middle school level Islamic integrated science using an inquiry-based model. She has been the coordinator of  the 
Toronto-wide Islamic teacher event, Edcamp Islamic T.O., for the past two years. She currently teaches Arabic and French using innovative 
scaffolded techniques and is also the curriculum support teacher at ISM Elementary School in Markham, Ontario. You can find her 
sharing and learning on twitter at @HandsOnilm and Storify.com/HandOnilm
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8:00 – 9:30 PM Session 1D C LaSalle A

Finland Phenomenon- A Paradigm Shift in Education
Mussarut Jabeen, Seema Imam

Islamic schools can benefit from a close up look at the paradigm shift in Finland’s educational system. The presenters participated 
in a book study and tour of  Finland visiting their ministry of  education, university teacher education programs and numerous 
schools in three cities. During this interactive session, school leaders and teachers will hear about Finland’s best educational 
practices and societal values, which can be implemented in Islamic schools, as we strive for excellence.

Mussarut Jabeen holds a Master of  Science degree in educational leadership. She is currently serving her 12th year as principal at Al-Iman 
School in NC where she taught elementary and middle level language arts & social studies for 5 years. Mussarut has an additional 10 years 
of  teaching service. Mussarut holds a North Carolina high school social studies license and principal’s license. She has National Mentor 
Certification from NAESP (National Association of  Elementary School Principals). She is a trained Advanc-Ed QAR Chair. Mussarut 
currently serves as a board director of  The Islamic Schools League of  America. She represents Islamic schools on the Council of  American 
Private Education. Mussarut recently participated in a book study and visited Finland to understand the phenomenal educational system.

Seema Imam, PhD, co-chairs the National College of  Education, at National Louis University, serves as Professor in Teacher Preparation, 
and serves as a director on The Islamic Schools League of  America. She taught 16 years in Chicago schools, was founding principal of  
Universal School in Illinois, and holds teaching, principal and superintendent certificates. Seema has research on diversity and technology 
and authored two chapters: ‘With New Standards in Mind: Selecting & Integrating Educational Technologies for Student Success,’ and 
‘Separation of  What and State: The Life Experiences of  Muslims in Public Schools in the Midwest.’ She co-authored a children’s book, 
“I am Listening.” Seema holds a doctorate in curriculum and social inquiry and a second doctorate in Islamic education.
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Saturday, March 31, 2018

5:45 AM Fajr Prayer/Short spiritual talk Grand Ballroom A

7:30 – 8:30 AM
Grand Ballroom B/C

Light Breakfast, Networking & Short presentations
(To accommodate all paid registrants, we request that no food leave the breakfast area and to be conscious 
in avoiding waste. Thank you.)

8:30 AM – 5:30 PM
Lobby Area

Registration 

9:00 – 10:30 AM Session 2A A LaSalle C

The Implementation and Outcome of Arabic to 
Understand Qur’an Program at Bayaan Academy

Dalia El-Deeb

Understanding the Holy Qur’an and strongly bonding with it is an essential need for all Muslim children raised in the West. 
A language barrier can greatly hinder the formation of  this crucial bond. With class time limitation and — in many instances 
— lack of  interest on behalf  of  the students, it becomes a must for Islamic schools to adopt well-crafted Tafseer programs that 
address this language barrier and come with solutions in the form of  clear objectives, well identified benchmarks and learning 
outcomes, effective teaching strategies, and engaging learning activities. Follow up of  the learning process using formative 
and summative assessment tools completes the loop.

Dalia El-Deeb carries an Ijazah with Sanad of  Qur'an recitation according to the narration of  Hafs upon Imam Aasim. She published 
a series of  Islamic Studies books for Elementary students & presented in a number of  educational forums and workshops for professional 
development of  Qur'an teachers in several USA states, as well as in Cairo, Jeddah & Dubai.  Currently, she is the director of  Ahlul-Qur’an 
Academy and of  the Hifdh program at Bayaan Academy of  Tampa, FL. She is also the Chairman of  Nuraniya training & Certification 
in USA in affiliation with the Furqan Group for Qur’an Education in Jeddah, SA.

9:00 – 10:30 AM Session 2B I LaSalle B

Space Making & Voice Finding for the Muslim American Narrative
Noor Ali

Project-Based Learning practices can be used in schools to inculcate activism and social awareness among students. The 
speaker draws from her own teaching experiences of  capstone projects with middle school students to share instructional 
strategies that enabled students to independently take on a range of  projects.

Noor Ali is currently a doctoral student at Northeastern University. She is doing her EdD in curriculum, teaching, leadership, and 
learning. Her dissertation is titled “Space Making and Voice Finding for the Muslim American Narrative”. Ms. Ali has been a veteran 
teacher of  5 years and is currently the principal of  Al-Hamra Academy, MA. She holds an MSEd in inclusion education and an MA 
in English literature.

9:00 – 10:30 AM Session 2C B Division

Effective Coaching through Authentic Relationships
Laura Bruster, Gloria Bruce

The new buzzword floating around the education diaspora is coaching, but what does it really mean for the educators and 
administrators? Though many schools are starting to incorporate some forms of  coaching and/or mentoring strategies, especially 
for new teachers, it is important to consider the relationship between the coach and the person who is being coached. How 
does a positive relationship between coach and teacher being coached affect the outcomes of  students?

Laura Bruster holds a BA in sociology from Ashford University, cum laude. She is currently enrolled in a teacher certification program 
for middle grades social studies (4th-8th). Laura Bruster has over 5 years of  teaching experiences ranging from PreK to college. She is 
currently a 6th grade reading, English language arts and social studies teacher and middle school reading interventionist at Al Falah 
Academy in Lilburn, GA.

Gloria Bruce holds a BA in communications from Marist College, a MAEd in curriculum and instruction/English-language arts and 
EDD in curriculum and instruction, both from the University of  Phoenix. She is a certified teacher in early childhood (K-5) and secondary 
education (private school-Pennsylvania). She has been a primary and secondary teacher for 14 years and is currently the assistant principal 
at Al Falah Academy in Georgia.
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9:00 – 10:30 AM Session 2D C LaSalle A

Building Strong Muslim-American Youth through Civic Engagement
Sunshine Al-Jumaily

Today our students are faced with many challenges. The largest challenge is Islamophobia. The pressure our next generation 
feels from this million dollar anti-Islam industry can have lasting effects. How can Islamic schools help counter these effects? 
Participants will walk away with an understanding of  how educational best practices and civic engagement projects in our 
home communities can effectively foster strong Muslim-American identity by giving students the tools to become informed 
and active citizens.

Sunshine Al-Jumaily holds a BA in history and an MA in secondary social studies education from the University of  Kentucky. She is 
a certified teacher and has eleven years of  teaching experience in middle and high school, both public and Islamic. Mrs. Al-Jumaily has 
been the social studies teacher for grades 5-8 at Lexington Universal Academy for the last ten years.

9:00 – 10:30 AM Session 2E C Madison

Driven by Data: 100% Academic Growth for Every Child
Iram Shaikh-Jilani, Inssaf Lachtar

Teachers often say, “I’ve taught the lesson.” The question is: Have the students learned the content? How do you know if  
your students are actually growing academically while in your class? Shouldn’t all students have growth? Some teachers say, 
“I have so many different levels in my class that it’s hard to ensure that all of  them are learning something and maintain my 
pace.” Allow data to help guide your instructional practices. NWEA Measure of  Academic Progress (MAP) enables teachers 
to see where their students are in comparison to the national norms and strive to ensure that 100% of  their students show 
academic growth. Teachers, parents, students and administrators can partner up to ensure student academic growth via data 
teams, goal settings and collaboration. Be able to prove that there is effective teaching in your classroom.

Iram Shaikh-Jilani is the head of  school for Brighter Horizons Academy (PreK- 12th grade). BHA currently is the largest Islamic school 
in America. She has received her doctorate in education, curriculum and instruction, from Northeastern University, Boston. Dr. Iram has 
over 16 years in education, with achievements in developing curriculum aligned to Common Core State Standards, leading accreditation 
processes with AdvanceEd, International Baccalaureate (IB continuum), and establishing AP and IB-DP programs. She has worked with 
Islamic schools, American public schools, international private schools in Abu Dhabi, and is a consultant to several schools in Maryland, 
Virginia, UAE and Qatar.

9:00 – 10:30 AM Session 2F C Dearborn

ESOL 101 (English for Students of Other Languages)
Farhana N. Shah

This session will seek to introduce WIDA States while focusing on the characteristics of  the English Language Learner (ELL). 
Understanding the needs of  the ELLs and informing instruction through use of  data and alignment with Common Core State 
Standards will be the highlights. Participants will be provided with effective teaching strategies and curriculum resources.

Farhana N. Shah is an ESL department chair in Montgomery County Public Schools (MCPS), Maryland. She holds a master’s degree 
and certifications in education and ESL, with a focus in administration. She was nominated for Dr. Marion Greenblatt Excellence 
in Education Master Teacher Award. She has contributed in enhancing curriculum development of  Spell-It Write by Zaner-Bloser’ 
publications and appeared in a DVD called “Sights and Sounds of  Equitable Practices” by ASCD. She authored an article for NJEA’s 
magazine, Review (Understanding Muslim Students), and an article titled, “My Journey After the Hijab” in an anthology called, Mirror 
in the Veil. Furthermore, she has designed and teaches a course that is now part of  MCPS’ Equity department, Islam 101: A foundation 
for teaching Islam and creating a safe space for all students.
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10:45 AM –12:15 PM Session 3A A LaSalle C

Reading for All: An Accelerated Arabic Reading Program
Lina Kholaki, Hala Alfi

Finding leveled children books in Arabic with appropriate comprehension questions could be a daunting task. Participants 
will examine in detail a cloud reading program and a set of  criteria designed to identify and classify children books by level 
and develop appropriate comprehension questions. In addition, samples of  leveled books with accompanying comprehension 
questions in the cloud program will also be examined.

Lina Kholaki, has her master’s degree in education from Pacific Oaks College, is certified as an ACTFL-OPI and WPT tester, and has been 
in the teaching field for the past 20+ years. She was appointed by the Bureau of  Islamic and Arabic Education and Aldeen Foundation as 
a language consultant and coordinator for Arabic teachers at New Horizon campuses. She taught college level at Cal State San Bernardino 
and University of  Southern California. Currently she serves as consultant and instructional coach for LAUSD-Dual Immersion program 
at Elizabeth Learning Center in Los Angeles, California. Lina is the co-developer of  “Hayya Natakalam Maan.” Lina serves as president 
of  National Arabic Teacher Association (NATA K-12), co-chair Southern California QFI Teacher Council “SCALTC”, and is a recipient 
of  ACTFL Veteran Teacher of  the Year Award- San Diego, CA.

Hala Alfi has been part of  Aldeen Foundation’s leadership team since its inception in 1991. With her background in finance and 
compliance, she assumed the role of  executive director in 2016 and, working with a committee of  experts, she brought Aldeen’s Arabic 
Reader Program to fruition. She has been working directly with the software development team in designing the cloud based program and 
provides technical training, both onsite and online, as part of  the orientation and training provided to participating schools. 

10:45 AM –12:15 PM Session 3B I LaSalle B

Islamic Schools Helping Develop the 3D Image of Our Youth
Yasmeen Qadri

Sustaining Islamic schools to thrive can be one of  the most challenging tasks in the United States. With the increase in 
Islamophobia, sexual promiscuity, violence and disrespect, it is becoming even more difficult to determine the success of  
Islamic schools. It is a sad truth that Islamic schools are not able to battle the many teenage challenges and are losing both 
girls and boys to the social ills of  the society. Join this powerful and motivating session to learn about a successful model: The 
3D Image: Dare to Dream with Dignity.

Yasmeen Qadri is a tenured professor at Valencia College and an adjunct instructor at the University of  Central Florida in Orlando, 
Florida. She is one of  the founding members and the past principal of  Muslim Academy of  Central Florida, the first Islamic School in 
Orlando, Florida. Yasmeen has a Masters in Psychology from Osmania University in Hyderabad, India; a Masters in Social Sciences, 
and a Doctorate in Curriculum and Instruction from the University of  Central Florida. She has received numerous Endowed Chair 
Awards at Valencia College to present at educational conferences and institutions in Turkey, Indonesia, India, Malaysia, Saudi Arabia, 
and Hungary. She is the director and founder of  EdConsultations, a social entrepreneurship that assists in women and youth training 
and mentorship, and currently serves as a board member in the Peace and Justice Institute, Service Learning Advisory Board and Study 
Abroad and Global Education at the Community Colleges.

10:45 AM –12:15 PM Session 3C B Division

From Good to Great: A Practical Guide For School Transformation
Noha Abdel-Hady

Academic excellence goes hand in hand with creating a school climate and culture that promotes the ideal Islamic identity 
that we strive to create in our students. This session will address the key components (talent management, school improvement 
planning, transformational leadership, and curriculum and instruction) needed to move your school from “Good to Great”. 
The presenter will share her own experience of  getting her Islamic school accredited and on the road from “Good to Great”.

Noha Abdel-Hady is currently the STEM K-12 director at Windsor Public Schools in Windsor CT. She holds a BS in secondary math 
education from Auburn University in Auburn, AL. She also holds two Master’s degrees; an MS in curriculum and instruction from the 
University of  Memphis in Memphis, Tennessee, and an MS in educational leadership from Arkansas State University in Jonesboro, Arkansas. 
She is currently in her final stages of  earning her Doctorate of  Education in educational leadership from the University of  Hartford. Ms. 
Abdel-Hady hold a professional administrative licensure in the state of  CT and TN.
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10:45 AM –12:15 PM Session 3D C LaSalle A

Maker Space: Creativity, Engagement, and Standards Alignment in the 21st Century
Seema Imam

This presentation is an invitation to embrace the love of  learning by being creative, interactive and trying out whatever the 
possibility might be. When I look back to when I was raising my own children, I would take a half  day off  from teaching and 
show up in my own children’s classroom to make butter, peanut butter or homemade bread. It was such fun and remembered 
by all of  my own children, and I suspect even their classmates. Fast forward 15 years and I have now more recently done these 
things with my grandchildren. So, is maker space that simple? Yes, it can literally be that simple. However, it won’t happen if  
we are not planning for it to happen. So, let’s get together to plan our Maker Spaces in Islamic schools.

Seema Imam (see biography on page 6)

10:45 AM –12:15 PM Session 3E C Madison

Students Taking Charge
Suha Jaber

Schools must give students the opportunity to take charge and allow them to step up and make a difference in their neighborhood 
and world. Teachers can transform classrooms with experiential learning that furthers students’ curricular learning, develops 
life skills, and helps make a positive impact on the world. The session will provide teachers with the steps, resources, and 
network to challenge students to take on local and global issues that empower them to take action.

Suha Jaber is the Founder of  Rising Leaders Academy, one of  the top 1% of  schools in the state of  Florida. She served as the principal of  
Rising Leaders Academy for the first 5 years and later became the operations director. Dr. Jaber holds two bachelor’s degrees in mathematics 
education and computer science, a master’s degree in applied mathematics, and a doctoral degree in educational leadership with specialty 
in curriculum and instruction (summa cum laude). She also completed Beacon courses in gifted, exceptional students education (ESE), 
and English for speakers of  other languages (ESOL). She is a certified Heroic Imagination Project workshop trainer and is certified in 
High Performance Collaboration: Leadership and Teamwork through Northwest University.

10:45 AM –12:15 PM Session 3F C Dearborn

Fun Assessment Apps
Jolyn deMeritte, Aisha Ashraf

Join us as we explore easy apps guaranteed to get 100% student engagement. Teachers will take away tools they can immediately 
use in the classroom. These apps generate data to help you drive instruction. Easily see which standards you need to reteach, 
as well as which students can be grouped together for differentiated remediation.

Jolyn deMeritte holds a JD in law from William Mitchell College of  Law and a MS in education media design and technology from 
Full Sail University. She is a certified teacher in the states of  Texas and Georgia and has 13 years of  experience teaching social studies to 
students in grades 9-12. Dr. Jolyn has been the AP US history and world geography teacher at Brighter Horizons Academy since August 
2017. Prior to teaching at BHA, she taught AP courses at Gwinnett County Public Schools in Georgia.

Aisha Ashraf holds a BA in history and a minor in Islamic studies from George Mason University. She has eight years teaching experience 
and two years experience teaching AP world history. Ms. Aisha teaches students in grades 10 and 11 at Brighter Horizons Academy.

12:30 – 2:00 PM Grand Ballroom B/C

Luncheon Program
• Sponsors’ Presentation
• CISNA Announcements – Leila Shatara
Emcee: Basharat Saleem

1:45 PM Dhuhr Prayer Grand Ballroom A
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2:00 – 3:30 PM Session 4A A LaSalle C

Engaging Arabic Language Learners through Project-Based Language Learning 
Zakia Elhadi

This presentation will acquaint attendees with Project-Based Language Learning, and it will demonstrate how teachers can 
implement this approach and motivate students to develop language proficiency, 21st century skills, and global competence. 
Definition of  concepts, examples, discussions, and group activities will enable attendees to gain knowledge and ideas for 
their K-16 classes. 

Zakia B. Elhadi, born and raised in Algeria, received a bilingual (Arabic-French) K-12 education. She began her world language teaching 
career in 1974 with a BA in English. A Master of  Science in library and information science laid the foundation to research in education. With 
a Master of  Education in world language instruction, she focused on teaching Arabic as a second language through various standards-based 
teaching methods including Content-Based Instruction (CBI) and Project-Based Language Learning (PBLL). Dedicated to world language 
instruction, she taught Arabic and English, among other academic subjects, in Algiers, Saudi Arabia, and the United States. She also provided 
professional development to language teachers on second language acquisition and language teaching methods. Advocating for the integration 
of  academic content in Arabic language classes, she effectively incorporated Islamic studies in the K-12 Arabic language curriculum during a 
lengthy home-schooling experience. Long and rich academic and teaching experiences and the development of  teaching leadership led her to 
specialize in the application of  Content-Based Instruction and Project-Based Language Learning (PBLL) in the Arabic language classroom. 
She continues to offer several language education services all the while laying the foundation for publications on PBLL, CBI, and Learning 
Arabic for Specific Purposes.

2:00 – 3:30 PM Session 4B I LaSalle B

Islamic School Graduates: Knowledgeable, Noble, and Promote Righteousness
Abdelmadjid Mokhtari

American Islamic Schools can easily implement a school-wide model to ensure that students succeed spiritually, academically, 
and socially. Once a thorough reevaluation of  the school’s mission, vision, and goals is complete, the rest is just implementing 
them throughout every classroom, hallway, cafeteria, playground, and every outdoor and indoor location that students interact 
in. Staff, teachers, parents, and students will become accustomed to being held accountable to a uniform high standard in 
character, academics, and behavior.

Abdelmadjid Mokhtari holds an EdD (A.B.D.) in K-12 educational leadership from the University of  Louisiana at Lafayette. He has 
been teaching at Brighter Horizon School, a full-time Islamic school in Baton Rouge, Louisiana since 2013. He has also been serving as an 
American imam in the United States since 2011, and has been teaching weekend classes, after-school programs, and adult classes in Arabic 
and Islamic Studies. Currently, he is Imam of  the Islamic Center of  Baton Rouge as well as an Islamic studies teacher at Brighter Horizon 
School. He is experienced in teaching middle school and high school students, especially in regards to character building and tarbiyah.

2:00 – 3:30 PM Session 4C B Division

Using Data to Drive Instructional Practice
Leila H. Shatara

In this proposal, we will begin with a reflection about why we assess student learning by differentiating between assessing 
learning and assessing for learning. Teachers and school leaders will understand how to use classroom assessment, standardized 
tests, demographic data, school data and anecdotal data, to inform student behavior and learning. Using data is not merely 
looking at standardized test scores. The presentation will include the process necessary for learning to use data to drive 
instructional practice.

Leila Shatara holds a master’s degree in education and is currently a PhD candidate in the Educational Leadership and Research 
Methodology Department at Florida Atlantic University.  She has been an educator for over 20 years, served as principal in Islamic schools 
and is a university instructor in the College of  Education at Florida Atlantic University.  She is an educational consultant and helps schools 
develop academic programs, evaluation processes, prepare for accreditation and create school systems.  She currently serves as the Academic 
Coordinator of  the Islamic School of  Miami.  She also holds leadership positions as the Vice President of  Council of  Islamic Schools in 
North America (CISNA), a member of  the Education Forum Programming Committee (EFPC), President of  the Council of  Islamic 
Schools of  South Florida (CISSF) and a board member of  Consultants for Islamic School Excellence (CISE).
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2:00 – 3:30 PM Session 4D C LaSalle A

Can’t Sit Still: How to Address Students with ADHD
Sabria Mills

One of  the most common disabilities plaguing our classrooms is Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder (ADHD). As 
teachers, we may find ourselves challenged with trying to meet the needs of  a struggling learner that has trouble focusing. In 
many classrooms, students with undiagnosed ADHD are often labeled with behavioral problems, being easily distracted, and 
as low academic achievers. Many students struggling with ADHD are often battling an additional learning disability, which 
is often hidden under the vast symptoms of  ADHD. Our Islamic schools are charged with the responsibility of  developing 
a realistic screening process and accommodations to meet the needs of  our students in the Islamic setting. This workshop is 
designed to take an interactive approach towards addressing the needs of  our students with attention differences. Participants 
will have an opportunity to develop a 504 Disability Plan, learn new strategies and accommodations that work, and create a 
realistic plan for students struggling with attention/focus concerns and learning disabilities.

Sabria Mills is currently serving at Al Falah Academy as intervention coordinator and the 504 plan coordinator. She is currently Georgia 
certified in elementary and special education. Additionally, she currently holds an ESOL Georgia certification. She currently serves on 
the administrative team at Al Falah Academy and monitors the growth and success of  students at risk. She utilizes the RTI process to 
develop accommodation plans for students struggling with disabilities, such as ADHD and dyslexia. She has worked diligently to develop 
a process to help support students with disabilities in an Islamic setting. Through this process, she has worked with training and coaching 
teachers, developed ongoing professional development sessions, and facilitated the process of  leading her students to success. She currently 
resides in Atlanta, GA with her husband and three daughters.

2:00 – 3:30 PM Session 4E C Madison

Novel and Islamic-Based Curriculum for Teaching Secondary English
Susan Almasri, Tahsina Siddiqui

Teachers will learn how to create an English novel-based curriculum with underlying Tarbiyyah components. We will focus 
on making Islam relevant to the modern 21st century young Muslim, while discussing the components of  a novel-based 
curriculum from conception, execution, to total participation strategies. Additionally, we will explore ideas for alternative 
assessment strategies including performance assessments and project-based learning, while discussing how to make students 
actively engaged and accountable for their own learning and Islamic character.

Susan Almasri holds a BA in English from the University of  Texas at Arlington. She is a certified teacher and has 3 years of  experience 
teaching English to students in grades 9-12. Ms. Almasri has been the English I teacher for Brighter Horizons Academy for 2 years, and 
has been affiliated with BHA since 2015. Currently, she works as the 9th grade English teacher and 10th grade English teacher at Brighter 
Horizons Academy.

Tahsina Siddiqui has been teaching for seven years, having previously taught English in New York City and South Oak Cliff, Dallas. She holds a 
master’s degree in education policy & leadership from Southern Methodist University and a bachelor’s degree in English and secondary education 
from CUNY Queens College in New York. Her certification areas include ELAR and Texas K-12 administration. She has been affiliated with 
Brighter Horizons Academy for five years, where she has served as the English department head for four years and a teacher for five. Currently, 
she teaches 10th and 11th grade English, including AP English language. Throughout her career, she has taught 8th grade English, 9th grade 
English, and 10th grade English in New York City and Dallas, Texas.
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2:00 – 3:30 PM Session 4F C Dearborn

The Vital Case for Teaching Civic Engagement to Muslim Students
Laila W. Rumsey

It is 2017. There are approximately 3.5 million Muslims living in the United States. This number is expected to more than 
double by 2050. There is a critical need to encourage our young people to become a much more visual and vocal part of  the 
American social and political fabric. This workshop will raise awareness of  these issues and others, and provide participants 
with ideas and resources to take back and inspire a new generation to get involved.

Laila Whitman Rumsey has a PhD in applied linguistics (in language testing) and an MEd (with honors), both from the University of  
Newcastle. She has a BA from Temple University, and spent 5 years at Al-Azhar University. She lived in the Middle East for 30 years and 
is fluent in Arabic. In her 38 years of  teaching, she’s taught English and history to middle school, high school, and university students. 
She is a published author and has been an international presenter in language testing. Laila is currently the social studies department head 
at Brighter Horizons Academy, and teaches civic engagement. She has also been a member of  the Daughters of  Abraham (an interfaith 
group of  Muslims, Christians and Jews) since 2010, and is now the Muslim representative for Dallas.

3:45 – 5:15 PM Session 5A A LaSalle C

Promoting Meaningful Learning in the Arabic Class
Salah Ayari

When teaching/learning Arabic revolves around the mastery of  language forms (grammar, vocabulary, pronunciation, 
spelling), the result is often lack of  student interest and limited growth in learners’ proficiency. This session will describe how 
to design tasks in the Arabic class that promote the expression and interpretation of  meaning while making Arabic language 
learners more engaged and motivated.

Salah Ayari, Ph.D., is currently an Instructional Associate Professor of  Arabic and Director of  Language Instruction at Texas A&M 
University. He has been involved with K-12 Arabic language education since 2006 through school visits, program evaluation and teacher 
training.

3:45 – 5:15 PM Session 5B I LaSalle B

Raising a Generation of Compassionate, Faithful and Learned Muslims: 
Lessons from the Bayaan Academy

Magda Elkadi Saleh, Dalia El-Deeb, Naima Abdullah

At Bayaan Academy, the balance in teaching Academics & Islamic/Quranic studies with the appropriate tools and strategies is 
helping ensure that our students will graduate truly ready to face the world. With the right combination of  teachers, training, 
and mission, our students are developing an equal fluency in Arabic as in English; they are understanding and implementing 
the Qur’an; and they are developing their leadership skills. We hope to share our experiences, so that others can realistically 
aspire to achieve what we have achieved and more.

Magda Elkadi Saleh holds a Masters in Public Health from the University of  South Florida and is in her 25th year as an Islamic 
School administrator.  She headed both Universal Academy of  Florida (UAF) and American Youth Academy (AYA) in Tampa for 11 
years each.  She led both schools through two successful accreditation visits and gained IB Diploma School authorization for AYA.  She 
is currently Director of  Bayaan Academy, an innovative school focusing on achieving excellence in both Arabic/Qur'an/Islamic Studies 
and Academics. Magda has been consulting with Islamic schools and with communities contemplating opening Islamic schools since 
1998 and served on accreditation evaluation teams for both FCIS and AdvancEd from 2009 - 2015.

 Dalia El-Deeb (see biography on page 9)

Naima Abdullah is the vice principal at Bayaan Academy in Florida where she also teaches middle school English and social studies. 
She is originally from New York City and converted to Islam in 1976. She has a BA in English education, an MA in education theory 
and practice, and has been an educator for 40 years. She has worked in three of  the Islamic schools in Tampa, FL over the past 25 years 
as both a teacher and an administrator. For seven years, she also worked as assistant director at the English language center at Taibah 
University in Madinah, Saudi Arabia. She is currently working towards a diploma in Islamic studies and has written two textbooks for 
middle school Islamic studies. She has one daughter who is a teacher at Universal Academy of  Florida in Tampa, the Islamic school she 
attended and graduated from.
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3:45 – 5:15 PM Session 5C B Division

No! Please Don’t Leave!! Nurturing & Sustaining Your Teachers
Yasmeen Qadri

Nurturing and sustaining your staff, especially your teachers, is the top priority of  Islamic schools. The fast turnover of  
teachers can result in lack of  confidence and success, and it can result in low student enrollment. This hilarious and interactive 
presentation is based on a book by Neila Connors: If  You Don’t Feed the Teachers They Eat the Students. It is a guide to success 
for both administrators and teachers. The presenter with 3 decades of  experience as a teacher, principal, and board member 
will share different ways to promote teacher retention and promotion. Principals and administrators will find this presentation 
valuable, as they will learn different incentives that can be used to help teachers become committed and take ownership of  
the school.

Yasmeen Qadri (see biography on page 11)

3:45 – 5:15 PM Session 5D C LaSalle A

Social & Emotional Learning: Teaching Self-Regulation and Emotional Control
Nikki Rana, Tiffany Williamson

Social & Emotional Learning: Teaching Self-Regulation and Emotional Control is for teachers, support services staff, occupational 
staff, parents, and others interested in acquiring knowledge about students with emotional regulation needs, different sensory 
requirements, and unique social learning necessities. This session will focus on how to develop within students the ability to 
perform an appropriate action while also thinking, monitoring, and controlling their behavior in all areas within the school setting.

Nikki Rana is currently serving as an elementary behavior support specialist for Wake County Public Schools. She completed a bachelor’s 
degree in elementary education (K-8) at Western Governors University and a master’s degree in mathematics education and educational 
leadership. Dr. Rana completed a Doctor of  Education degree with a specialization in curriculum and teaching at Northcentral University. 
She has served as an instructional resource teacher, testing coordinator, social studies chair for middle school, literacy coach, school 
improvement committee data chair, behavioral support teacher, special education teacher, and study island administrator.

Tiffany Williamson has been in education for 14 years. She is currently an intellectually disabled mild teacher at Fuller GT/AIG 
Magnet Elementary. Tiffany received her BS degree in organizational management from Saint Augustine’s University and her Masters 
of  Business Administration degree from University of  Phoenix. She received her certification of  teaching from East Carolina University. 
In her spare time she enjoys spending time with her family.

3:45 – 5:15 PM Session 5E C Madison

Making Project-Based Learning a Reality
Noor Ali

Project-Based Learning practices can be used in schools to inculcate activism and social awareness among students. The 
speaker draws from her own teaching experiences of  capstone projects with middle school students to share instructional 
strategies that enabled students to independently take on a range of  projects.

Noor Ali is currently a doctoral student at Northeastern University. She is doing her EdD in curriculum, teaching, leadership, and learning. 
Her dissertation is titled “Space Making and Voice Finding for the Muslim American Narrative”. Ms. Ali has been a veteran teacher of  5 
years and is currently the principal of  Al-Hamra Academy, MA. She holds a MSEd in inclusion education and an MA in English literature.
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3:45 – 5:15 PM Session 5F B Dearborn

Accreditation for Islamic Schools – Understanding your Options
Sufia Azmat

The moral and political climate of  contemporary society poses a challenge for faith-based schools. If  we are to successfully 
respond to this challenge, we need to embrace the continuous improvement cycle supported by accreditation, a comprehensive 
process that respects a school’s mission and identifies successes as well as areas for improvement. This session will identify 
conditions that a school must monitor and manage in order to achieve and sustain effectiveness by moving from measuring 
success through passive checklists to meaningful processes.

Sufia Azmat is the executive director of  the Council of  Islamic Schools in North America (CISNA). She is a certified teacher with over 
20 years of  experience in teaching and administration. Ms. Azmat has served as an English department chair; a middle school division 
head; and as principal of  K-12 Islamic schools, Ms. Azmat has served on accreditation teams for schools throughout the country. She is 
an educational consultant whose workshops include Bullying Prevention, Counseling, Critical Thinking, Effective Communication, and 
Positive School Climate. Ms. Azmat is on the advisory board of  Fons Vitae Ghazali Children’s Project and on the board of  trustees of  
E3 (Excellent Education for Everyone), a research and policy not-for-profit with the mission of  improving K-12 education.

5:00 PM Asr Prayer Grand Ballroom A

7:30 PM Maghrib Prayer Grand Ballroom A

7:30 – 10:00 PM Bazaar Time Lakeshore A & B

8:00 – 9:00 PM B   C  I  A LaSalle A

Finland Phenomenon- A Paradigm Shift in Education (encore presentation)
Mussarut Jabeen, Seema Imam

Islamic schools can benefit from a close up look at the paradigm shift in Finland’s educational system. The presenters participated 
in a book study and tour of  Finland visiting the ministry of  education, university teacher education programs and numerous 
schools in three cities. During this interactive session, school leaders and teachers will hear about Finland’s best educational 
practices and societal values, which can be implemented in Islamic schools, as we strive for excellence.

8:00 – 9:00 PM Optimal Networking Group Meeting
Principals and Leadership

Division

8:00 – 9:00 PM CISNA Annual Meeting – All are welcome Madison

9:00 PM Isha Prayer Grand Ballroom A
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Sunday, April 1, 2018

9:30 – 10:45 AM C  I LaSalle B

Learning by Choice and Discovery
Susan Labadi

We will identify critical competencies related to faith-based education that fosters creativity, innovation and entrepreneurship, 
collaboration, communication, learning to learn, global citizenship, and critical thinking and problem solving. Finally, we will 
address how to change to incorporate innovative elements of  learning culture, informative assessment, access to technology, 
and the 21st-century competencies. 

Susan Labadi is a public speaker, social media influencer, consultant and writer for education and business clients through her company, 
Genius School, Inc. Starting her first company, Actionnet Trade, Inc. at the age of  23, she brokers goods domestically and for export. 
Her writing has been featured in Islamic Horizons, HalalConnect, and Thomson Reuters’ Salaam Gateway website as an expert for the 
Halal industries. She leads the American Halal Association’s work of  promoting businesses, enabling export, and educating the public on 
the merits of  Halal products, and is on the board of  the American Muslim Consumer Consortium. Susan is a trainer with Consultants 
for Islamic School Excellence (CISE); a former Islamic school teacher and administrator; accreditation review consultant for AdvancEd, 
NJAIS, and CISNA; and a seasoned planning committee member and advisor for the ISNA Education Forum.

9:30 – 10:45 AM Session 6A (HIGH SCHOOL) B Division

Naviance: A Complete College and Career Readiness Tool
Mehnaz Kafray

College and career readiness encompasses skills and goals that are necessary for the success of  our students, but it is a personal 
and individually customized journey for each student. Naviance is a comprehensive tool that contains student assessments, 
SAT/ACT prep, career matching, credit tracking, personalized goal setting, college and career readiness modules, and a central 
location for counselors to keep track of  college applications, transcripts, and recommendation letters.

Mehnaz Kafray, MEd, graduated from the University of  Texas with her Masters degree in educational leadership and Texas certification 
in principalship. She also holds a Bachelor of  Arts degree in English education with teacher certification in two states. With over a decade 
of  educational experience, Mrs. Kafray began as a high school teacher and then gained teaching experience at the elementary and middle 
school levels before becoming the assistant principal. Working in the educational setting at different levels and capacities has exposed 
her to student learning and behavior at all stages, empowering her at her current position. With a passion for education and improving 
Islamic schools in the U.S., Mrs. Kafray currently serves as the academic and college guidance counselor of  Brighter Horizons Academy 
(BHA) in Garland, Texas.

9:30 – 10:45 AM  Session 6B (PRE-K) C LaSalle A

Create & Facilitate Enjoyable Learning Experiences for Young Muslim Children
Malikah Muhammad

How can we create and facilitate interactive Islamic activities that are meaningful and memorable for young children? This 
workshop will provide some of  the answers and demonstrate how to incorporate existing ideas within your lessons plans. 
You will be inspired to think more creatively while experiencing a variety of  approaches to keep your students interested and 
engaged. This workshop is not lecture based; it is participatory.

Malikah Muhammad studied early childhood at Erie Community College as a result of  performing AmeriCorps service in two of  Buffalo’s 
public school environments. Ms. Muhammad later graduated from Buffalo State University where she studied childhood & elementary 
education and moved into the study of  creative approaches to education. She has been a workshop facilitator for EPIC (Every Person 
Influences Children), organized summer programs and events for youth, played the role of  Khala in “Adam’s World” for Sound Vision, 
writes and has a long history within Erie County and Monroe County as a community volunteer assisting families. She is currently 
researching ideas for 21st Century Learning and plans to pursue a master’s in creative studies.
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9:30 – 10:45 AM Session 6C C Madison

Science Done Right: The Experimental Way!
Qamar Madani

This workshop will give teachers ideas on making science engaging for students with a variety of  hands on activities, games, 
puzzles and projects. Students learn the most from applying knowledge, and the highest form of  learning is creating experiences 
with the knowledge/content at hand. Science is best learned for enduring understanding when students are involved in their 
learning experience. Join this session if  you are as excited to teach science in the out-of-the box kind of  way. This workshop 
is intended to provide educators immediate strategies to implement the very next day in their classrooms.

Qamar Madani is a certified Texas middle school and high school teacher. She holds a bachelor’s degree in biology from University of  
Illinois. She has been teaching for 10+ years at Brighter Horizon’s Academy (BHA). She is currently the science department head and 
led a team for 5 years. She has taught grades 7th- 11th graders in her tenure with BHA. Ms. Madani is a proud mother of  6 children, 
with two of  them graduating from BHA and currently holding alumni status.

10:30 AM – 12:00 PM B   C  I  A Executive Forum

Concluding Session
Join us for raffle, roundtable discussion & pick-up your attendance certificate.


